AUXILIARY SERVICES

serving all your auxiliary needs
YOUR SAVINGS SOLUTION

E&I is the only member-owned, non-profit purchasing cooperative serving the needs of education. We help our member reduce costs and optimize supply chain efficiencies through a diverse portfolio of competitively solicited contracts and value-added services.

We act as an extension of your procurement department, helping you save time and money by handling the entire contracting process – that means everything from research and RFP development to contract management. This process has been validated as complying with generally accepted procurement standards by the National Association of Governmental Purchasing (NIGP).
Automotive
NAPA, CNR-01477

Branding & Promotional Items
Legend Labs, CNR-01489
Staples Promotional Products, CNR-01398

Bookstores & Campus Retail
Complete Book & Media, CNR-01307

Corporate Purchasing Card
American Express, CNR-01117

Facilities Management & Supplies
Grainger, CNR-01248
Staples, CNR-01373

Facultative Services:
SSC Service Solutions, CNR-01332

Facilities Maintenance Services:
SSC Service Solutions, CNR-01351

Landscape Maintenance Services:
SSC Service Solutions, CNR-01340

Food Services
Athletic Concession:
Levy, CNR-01406

Equipment:
Strategic Equipment, LLC (TriMark), CNR-01481

Food Supplies:
Food Services, CNR-01107

Online Catering Ordering/Management:
America to Go, CNR-01458

Seating:
Falcon, CNR-01321
Mitylite, CNR-01449
Sauder Education, CNR-01451
Shelby Williams, CNR-01445

Student Dining:
Chartwells, CNR-01404

Vending Services:
Canteen, CNR-01407

Housing
Dorm Bedding & Supplies:
American Education Supply, CNR-01302
University Sleep Products, CNR-01300

Dorm Furniture & Furnishings:
Sauder Education, CNR-01451

Southwest Contract, CNR-01354

Lounge Seating:
Coalesse, CNR-01146
Global Furniture Group, CNR-01328
Sauder Education, CNR-01451
Steelcase, CNR-01146
Transformations, CNR-01448

Office Products and Mail Room Equipment, Services & Supplies
Canon, CNR-01365
Pitney Bowes (Shipping & Mailing), CNR-01392
Staples, CNR-01373
UPS, CRN-01461
Xerox, CNR-01366

Recreation Centers
Fitness Equipment:
Core Health & Fitness, CNR-01485

Fixed Seating:
Irwin Seating, CNR-01326
Mobile Modular, CNR-01338
Sauder Education, CNR-01451

Indoor Sports Flooring:
FieldTurf, CNR-01447

Lounge Seating:
Coalesse, CNR-01146
Global Furniture Group, CNR-01328
Sauder Education, CNR-01451
Steelcase, CNR-01146
Transformations, CNR-01448
Turnstone, CNR-01146

Outdoor Sports Field Synthetic Turf:
FieldTurf, CNR-01447

Transportation
Car Rentals:
Dollar Rent A Car, CNR-01252
Enterprise, CNR-01253
Hertz, CNR-01252
National Car Rental, CNR-01253
Thrifty Car Rental, CNR-01252

Car Sharing:
Enterprise - CarShare, CNR-01253

Fleet Services:
Enterprise Fleet Services, CNR-01399

Ride Sharing:
Enterprise - Zimride, CNR-01253